CHEDRO-III MEMORANDUM
No. 57, series of 2020

For: ALL SUC PRESIDENTS IN REGION III

Attention: SUC DESIGNATED IS PLANNERS

Subject: UPDATES ON THE SUC INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGIC PLAN (ISSP)

Date: 22 July 2020

The CHEDRO-III in partnership with the DICT-Cluster 3 has an ongoing activity visiting the State and Local Universities and Colleges (SUCs and LUCs) to check on their readiness in implementing flexible learning this AY2020-2021 and the status of the DICT free Wi-Fi project in these institutions.

One of the common issues raised by the SUCs is the status of their submitted Information System Strategic Plan (ISSP) to the DICT. Given that the use of ICT is one of the vital approach in implementing flexible learning, the CHEDRO-III officially checked from the DICT Central Office the status of the submitted ISSPs. The DICT Focal Person for SUCs’ ISSPs sent an email to the undersigned last 21 July 2020 with the following updates:

a. SUCs with no submitted ISSP to DICT
   1. Aurora State College of Technology
   2. Bataan Peninsula State University
   3. Bulacan Agricultural State College
   4. Don Honorio Ventura State University
   5. Pampanga State Agricultural University
   6. Phil. Merchant Marine Academy
   7. Tarlac Agricultural University

b. SUCs with submitted ISSP and with evaluation report emailed to the designated IS Planner
   8. Bulacan State University
   9. Nueva Ecija University of Science and Technology
   10. President Ramon Magsaysay State University
   11. Tarlac State University

c. SUC with ISSP reviewed by DICT and need to submit the final copy for endorsement
   12. Central Luzon State University

Per verification from the DICT Focal Person for SUCs’ ISSPs, all evaluation results and comments for revisions were directly coordinated to the SUC Designated IS Planners. Please note that the approved ISSP is one of the DBM references for the allocation and release of funds for ICT programs and projects.

In this connection, all designated SUC IS Planners are advised to directly coordinate with the DICT Focal Person for SUCs’ ISSPs.

For the SUCs information and appropriate action, please.

MARIA TERESITA MACANAS SEMANA, PhD, CESO IV
Officer-in-Charge, Office of the Director IV